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Mary Tyrtle Rooker, www.ShamanicSpring.com 

(Acknowledgement:  Not sure where I found this years ago, but it’s a gem. 
Probably came via Radical Honesty, Brad Blanton’s organization.) 

 

Far too often, we assume we’re being “honest” when in reality we’re being used by our invisible 
automatic survival programming to manipulate the person we’re mad or hurt at to buy our story, 
understand how we feel, get an apology, or admit they are wrong.  As you come to own 
responsibility for your reactions, emotions and stories, you will more easily admit and reveal 
what you are experiencing (feeling and thinking) rather than confuse your story (the meaning you 
attach to what happened) with the truth.  
 
So, for a quick guide, remember that if you can record what happened and anyone watching 
could see or hear what happened, you’re on track. This statement of course does not include 
getting others to agree with you (buy your interpretation) rather than stick to facts.  
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1.  If it’s an adjective, it’s an interpretation. (“That look on your face,” not “that mean look.”)  
2.  Always and  Never are interpretations     
3.  You made/make me feel  
 
Say What Happened Not Your Interpretation 
How hard you closed the door ….. For slamming the door 
The tone of your voice  ………..... The nasty way you said 
For what you said  ……………..... For attacking me 
For how many times …………….. For always 
For how I felt when  …………….. For making me feel 
  
Evidence Your Story 
Raised your voice ………………... Intimidated me 
Pushed me  ………………………. Attacked me 
Said “Stop overreacting” ………... Didn’t let me have me feelings 
Rolled your eyes ………………… Didn’t respect me 
Didn’t invite me …………………. Excluded me 
Said I was stupid ………………… You hurt me 
You had sex with ………………... You don’t love me. If you did … 
                           
 
Ok, you get the idea. Listen carefully to yourself.  
Notice your favorite repeating stories and interpretations. That’s what you filter for. 
  
It is with the eyes of the heart that we see through all deceptions.  With the voice of the heart we 
speak the language common to all beings. With the Wisdom of the heart, we know we are One. 
 
"For the ordinary being, the practice of tolerance is necessary. For the evolved being, there is no 
need for tolerance, for there is no such thing as Other."   -- Lao Tsu 


